
You have Catherine aka Black Cat, J-Roc who is currently 
under surveillance, Troy Lee the Asian Assassin, Extra Clip 
who is always strapped with an extra clip hence the name and 
John Pierre aka JP The French Henchman

BLACKA
We're going to be expanding into 
ATL, Miami, Chi Town and LA. Things 
are looking extremely good for us. 
We want to give ya'll the 
opportunity to grow with us. 

CATHERINE AKA BLACK CAT
How So?

BLACKA
If ya’ll know any distro’s that 
need food in any of these cities, 
we want to make you guys our 
liaison so we can all eat together.

EXTRA CLIP
(Extra Clip is trying to pronounce 
the word liaison and says it 
completely wrong)

So what the fuck is a Leahzone?

Everyone is looking at Extra Clip like did you really say 
that.

CATHERINE AKA BLACK CAT
Its liaison you DUMB ass!

EXTRA CLIP
Shut the fuck up, you stupid bitch, 
no one asked you.

Everyone looks at each other in shock knowing that Extra Clip 
is about to get fucked up for calling Black Cat a bitch.

CATHERINE AKA BLACK CAT
(Black Cat Pulls out her gun and 
walks towards Extra Clip and says) 
Call me a bitch again and I’m gonna 
give you another hole in your head 
to breathe out of!

TROY LEE
That's not how to talk to a lady, 
man...
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JOHN PIERRE AKA FRENCHIE
Where I’m from this delicate 
chocolate flower would be 
worshipped like the goddess she 
is..

EXTRA CLIP
Man, shut that poetic shit up! 
Ain’t no one ask for your 2 cents!

BLACKA
Hey, ALL Ya’ll shut the fuck up! We 
not gonna have any fighting amongst 
the team. Everybody get your food 
and lets go feed the streets and 
we’ll reconvene later.

J-ROC
Yeah, and someone bring a 
dictionary for Extra Clips dumb 
ass.

Everyone started laughing and goes to the back of Blacka’s 
trunk.  They grab a few bags, get in their cars and leave. J-
roc and Blacka are last to leave but before leaving Blacka 
pulls next to J-roc’s car to chop it up for a sec.

BLACKA
What’s good cuz-o?

J-ROC
Nothing fam, just heading back to 
the trap to pickup a drop from 
Corey and Marvin.

BLACKA
Aiight, stay focused man, these 
streets are hot out here. Word on 
the street is the Rasta’s block got 
raided last week and the week 
before that Little China.

J-ROC
Yeah, I heard about that. I got you 
cuz.

They do their special hand shake and then they both leave. J-
Roc is the last to leave the warehouse. Special Agent Joe and 
Special Agent Marco are in an unmarked car tailing J-roc.
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EXTRA CLIP
Dang Zoe, the block is starving 
right now.

CATHERINE AKA BLACK CAT
Duuhhh Nigga, what you think was 
gonna happen when we close up shop.

Extra Clip knows not to argue in front of Big Zoe so he gives 
Catherine the middle finger.

JOHN PIERRE
Yeah boss, that doesn’t sound 
right. Everybody gets hit up except 
the Russians. Something isn’t 
adding up.

BIG ZOE
Yeah I know until then we gonna 
keep producing this Zaboka. 24 
hours we should be back on track 
hopefully.

BLACKA
Yeah Zoe, that Zaboka is the SHIT. 
Everyone is talking about it.

BIG ZOE
Just make sure NO ONE knows that 
we’re the source. I don’t want any 
connection to us. If we keep it 
like that, you guys can control the 
market and make more money than you 
can ever imagine. 

JOHN PIERRE
Sounds easy enough, Boss.

BIG ZOE
Tonight is a big night. Marcus’s 
album release party. So make sure 
you’ll come out to the club and 
ball out.

J-ROC
Shit, say less Big Hommie, that’s 
what we do!

John looks over at Cat and gives the signal to approach Big 
Zoe about what they spoke about earlier.

Everyone gets up. Extra Clip is looking at John with hate in 
his eyes as he and Black Cat go up and talk to Big Zoe.
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